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Birth defects Alcohol use Partial Least Squares BEHAVIORAL teratology studies, like other longitudinal research projects, often present statistical problems for which standard methods are inadequate. In principle, conventional regression analysis can assess the impact of a predictor for an outcome and adjust that assessment in light of covariates. For a study like ours, with thirteen strongly intercorrelated predictors and hundreds of outcomes, no version of regression analysis, however highly modified, is satisfactory. This paper, the second in a series of three dealing with the data from the 7-year exam in our study of alcohol teratogenesis (24, 26) , introduces latent variable procedures for analysis of the behavior and performance of these children.
In teratology research, it is important to measure both exposure and outcome accurately. Yet, in studies using human subjects, exposure is beyond the contIol of the investigator. In studies of smoking or use of medications, where the dose is repeated on a daily cycle, it is sufficient to measure the typical quantity used per day together with the duration of use. However, cycles of alcohol use may occur over a day, a week, or a month, or they may not exist at all. Thus, the problem of accurately assessing alcohol exposure (the independent variable) is enormous. In addition, there are problems of poor recall, denial, and the effects of pregnancy itself on drinking patterns.
When we began our longitudinal prospective studies of alcohol, we dealt with this problem by assessing alcohol consumption in a variety of ways (29) . Although reliability of these scores over a one-week interval was high (r= .89) (27) , we soon discovered that a heavier drinker on one scale was not necessarily a heavier drinker on another scale (28) . As the relative merits of one score versus another were unknown in 1974 when the study began, we sampled as many heavy drinkers as possible from each of the scales in selecting the follow-up cohort (29) . While our early papers dealt primarily with continuous AA scores (average ounces of absolute alcohol per day), we were always aware that an AA score of 1.0 applies equally to a woman who has two one-ounce drinks of liquor every night, and to one who has 14 drinks on Saturday night. Because we anticipated that such drinking patterns might have differential effects on the fetus, we also quantified alcohol with a variety of"binge" scores which assessed additional dimensions of the temporal concentration of usage that were not reflected in the AA score (24) .
These alcohol scores vary in their relationships to the different outcomes assessed at the 7-year exam. Such relationships are difficult to interpret inasmuch as the scores are not independent either statistically or functionally. H. Wold's method of Partial Least Squares (PLS) (33, 34) provides a method for examining the overall impact of alcohol exposure on offspring in this complex context. Within this framework, alcohol exposure is construed as the single underlying latent variable (LV) which best explains alcohol's effects on the various outcomes explored.
In behavioral teratology, the problem of multiple scales applies to both independent and dependent variables, it is not possible to examine all behaviors in offspring, and no body of literature suggests which are the "best" behaviors to study. The studies typically involve a variety of outcomes. Although we give these outcomes different names, their substantial correlations suggest that some underlying (latent) dimensions are being measured by them all. The methods developed for the present paper express the common dependence of the outcome variables upon the alcohol predictors by reference to latent variables underlying both sets of measures.
Part I of this trilogy (24) reviews the literature on alcohol teratogenesis and describes the outcome variables of the present study and the rationale for their selection. In the current paper, we demonstrate how the PLS method permits a single analysis of 13 alcohol predictor variables and 43 outcome variables deriving from four types of behavioral assessments: standardized IQ and achievement tests, a classroom behavior rating scale, and a laboratory measure of attention. In part 1II of this series, we demonstrate the utility of the PLS technique for an even more complex group of 158 neuropsychological test scores (26) .
In teratology research we seek to understand the impact of a teratogen on domain specific behaviors that may be measured in different ways. Thus, although we administered an IQ test (the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. Revised, WISC-R), we are more interested in performance on individual subtests than on full-scale IQ, a construct aggregating performance on many domains. PLS methods allow us to consider the relative salience of the components of IQ as they might differentially embody effects of prenatal alcohol exposure. Thus the elements of our "IQ block" are the 11 individual subtests that comprise the WISC-R. Likewise, the elements of our "Achievement block" are the three individual subtests of the Wide Range Achievement Test, Revised (WRAT-R), namely, Reading, Spelling, and Arithmetic. The Myklebust Pupil Rating Scale (PRS) provides 24 individual items for our "Classroom Behavior block," and the Continuous Performance Test (CPT) yields five scores we have previously described (25) for our "Attention block." These four outcome blocks are assessed individually, and then together in one analysis, to delineate some of the performance deficits associated with prenatal alcohol exposure. The predictor variables, 13 alcohol scores representing different aspects of prenatal alcohol exposure, constitute our "Alcohol block." These alcohol scores are combined as a single latent variable according to the size of their correlations with the outcome LV's.
Many factors other than alcohol exposure are correlated with the behaviors represented in the four outcome blocks considered here. Parental education is the factor most highly correlated with all of the outcomes. However, other exposures (for example, smoking) might conceivably produce similar performance decrements. Therefore we address also the definition and interpretation of unadjusted alcohol-outcome latent variable relationships in view of (or adjusting for) various prenatal and postnatal covariates.
STUDY DESIGN AND DATA BASE
The data analyzed here are drawn from the Seattle Longitudinal Study on Alcohol and Pregnancy. Details on the study design have been described in Part I and in an earlier publication (24, 29) . Thirteen measures of prenatal alcohol exposure were computed from maternal interviews in the fifth month of pregnancy. These measures reflect the level and pattern of drinking (including, for example, binge drinking) during two time periods: the month or so prior to pregnancy recognition (the "P" variables), and midpregnancy (the "D" variables). See Part I for further details (24) .
Other "independent" variables in our analyses (smoking, maternal education, etc.) may be described either as covariates or as intervening variables in the assessment of the relationship between alcohol exposure and the blocks of outcome variables. These variables have been gathered both prenatally and at subsequent exam periods.
The 7-year examination included an extensive examination of 486 children in two individual testing sessions by two sets of examiners, as well as individual teacher ratings of classroom behaviors. For 454 children, there were enough valid data on each of the behavioral outcome blocks to be included in this analysis. The testing procedures are described in Part I (24) . Here in Part II we analyse the standardized test results using PLS techniques; in Part III (26) we analyse a large group of neuropsychologic tests using PLS.
Missing data, always a problem in complex data sets, were handled as follows. Children entirely missing any of the four outcome blocks were deleted from the sample. For children missing only a few variables on one or more of the outcome blocks, we estimated from the rest of the block using the EM algorithm (7); these children were retained in the sample. Missing data were estimated in this way for 47 subjects.
EXPLANATION AND APPLICATION OF PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES
In this section we introduce the simplest form of Partial Least Squares (PLS) for the analysis of complex systems indirectly observed. This family of techniques is a hybrid of regression analysis and factor analysis which has recently been applied to diverse scaling problems in the natural and social sciences. For more explanations and applications of these methods, refer to (2, 3, 15, (33) (34) (35) .
Partial Least Squares is a method of data reduction designed for exactly the sort of data we face here: An investigator has collected two or more "'blocks" of indicators and wishes to summarize the predictive interrelations among the set of all blocks considered together. Each indicator was intended to tap some aspect of a construct underlying its entire block. (For example, the construct for the alcohol items is "exposure," and for the IQ subtests "'intelligence.") Yet our interest is not so much in that underlying construct (its factors, its reliability, etc.) as in its correlations with the other construct or constructs of the full data set, which are also measured indirectly via their own indicators. Regardless of the correlations among IQ subtests, different subtests are sensitive to the effects of alcohol to different extents, and also may be imagined to have been measured with more or less reliability had we had the same child scored by several examiners or by the same examiner over many occasions. We therefore wish to scale the items of each block of indicators to best explain the cross-block relationships (correlations). These mutually scaled scores are the latent variables as they are constructed by PLS for two or more blocks at the same time. Table 1 displays the ordinary correlation coefficients between each of 13 measures of alcohol exposure and each of the 11 IQ subtests from the WISC-R. This array displays a clear pattern of signs: the correlations of most of the alcohol indices with respect to most of the subtests are negative. There appears to be a stable negative correlation between alcohol exposure, as measured in this battery, and IQ as assessed by the components of the WISC-R test battery.
The simple correlations of Table 1 are measures of the degree of linear association between the alcohol scores and each of the IQ subtests. However, there is in fact no theoretical justification for linearly scaling the log-transformed AA, MAX, and ADOCC scores, the 5-point QFV scores, along with the binary BINGE variables. Using new methods of data analysis we can determine "optimal" nonlinear (monotone) transformations of the alcohol scores for prediction of the various outcomes expressed as latent variables. This methodology is explained in (21) and is based on nonlinear scaling methods now becoming increasingly common (5, 11) . In these analyses, the optimal nonlinear scalings appropriate for prediction of each of the four outcome blocks happen to be nearly identical among themselves. We therefore use common nonlinear scalings for the alcohol scores in all our analyses. These are taken to be the optimal transformations for the relationship of the alcohol scores with the pool of 43 outcome scores from all four outcome blocks. These scalings are illustrated in Fig. l and the correlations of these transformed alcohol scores with the WISC-R The monotone, nooihsese tramfomsatiem of the alcohol scores were computed using methods described ha [21] . They are illustrated in Figure I . Because of these trmsformatlom, the !.' prefix for the Ing-transfonned alcohol scores used in Table I was d~pped from the variable nmnes used hae. subtests are given in Table 2 . The pattern of correlation is now clearer and apparently stronger. All further analysis and discussion of the alcohol scores is in terms of these transformed alcohol scores• One case corresponding to the highest AAP score (AAP= 25.76) originally stood out as an extreme outlier to the right on most of the initial scatterplots like those in Fig. 1 . We deleted this alcohol outlier from the dataset for all computations in this part and in Part II1. (Alcohol-Outcome correlations are generally lower when this case, which was diagnosed as having FAS, is excluded.)
In the Introduction we noted our original uncertainty about the appropriate mode of measuring alcohol exposure in utero, owing to lack of information at the outset of the study about the mechanism of the teratological effect. We now see that that uncertainty was justified: a variety of different measures of alcohol exposure have nearly commensurate effects on this particular block of outcome variables. Indeed, the pattern suggests that we seek an underlying construct of "net alcohol exposure," constructed as a weighted average of 13 alcohol scores, and another construct of "net intelligence deficit," constructed likewise as a weighted average, so as to interpret this pattern of correlations meaningfully. We need, therefore, a procedure for determining the weighted averages and for interpreting the extent to which their single correlation summarizes the entire pattern in Table 2 .
In combining different estimates of the same quantity that vary in precision, it is standard practice to weight the contribution of each in proportion to its precision, so that the more precise estimates are given more weight in forming the average• Likewise, in attempting to construct a net score (latent variable) for alcohol exposure that is to correlate with intelligence, we should weight the alcohol measures in proportion to their correlation with the sum of the IQ subtests. This is what a Partial Least Squares procedure does.
Such a two-block analysis is typically diagrammed as shown in ( 1 ) where rij is the correlation of Alcohol item i and IQ item j, the (i,j) element of the matrix RAa of correlations given in Table 2 . Note that all of the (scaled) IQ variables are treated equally in determining the coefficient oti of the alcohol variable A i. The weights 13j of the IQ variables are similarly required to satisfy
For convenience [see equation (3) below] we scale the weights so that Ea~ = 3~132 = 1. [Note that this is not the scaling convention used by Wold (~3).] Thus each coefficient, a~ or 13j, is computed as a simple covariance, or regression coefficient, corresponding to an optimal least-squares prediction using part of the data. For this reason we call the linear combination XtxiA i the "net partial predictor" (NPP) of LVn, denoted NPP(LV n ] Ai ..... A13). These NPP's stand in contrast to multiple regression predictors. [Wold (33) referred to these two types of predictors as "mode A" and "mode B," respectively.] Estimates of the coefficients are typically computed using an iterative algorithm, alternately updating estimates of the a i from equation (1), and then the 13j from equation (1) with ~ a = 1. 3. Return to 1. and iterate until LV A and L~ B fail to change to some preset tolerance.
A computer program which implements this algorithm is available (16) . In the Appendix we describe an alternate, noniterative numerical approach to solving the equations (1) and (2) expressed in matrix notation. There are, in fact, eleven mutually uncorrelated sets of coefficients ai and 13j which satisfy these equations. (The number 11 is the minimum of the number of alcohol variables and the number of IQ variables.) The particular linear combinations LV A and LV B we want are those which have the greatest covariance. When the coefficients are scaled so that Ea2 = ~.1~2. = 1, one can show that the sum of the squared covarianc~s for thd eleven pairs of solutions is equal to the sum of the squared correlations in the matrix R~. We thus refer to the ratio 13 11 [COV (1--~ °tiAi' j=~ 13JBJ)]2 13 11 (3) as the "proportion of the sum of squared cross-block correlations explained by the latent variables LV^ and LVB." For these data, the correlation between the latent variable scores ~.{xiA i and ~13jBj is -.206 using the weights listed in Table 3a (note that this correlation exceeds the largest correlation in the original correlation matrix), and 86% of the total squared cross-block correlation is explained by this first pair. The remaining information refers to correlations between all patterns of alcohol scores and IQ subtests that vary in sign. It is important to note that the latent variables were computed to maximize their covariance, not their correlation.
Those readers familiar with the multivariate method of canonical correlation analysis (18) should note how it differs from the PLS procedure presented here. Canonical correlation analysis yields "canonical variables" (not "latent variables") with greater correlation than that between LV^ and LV n expressed above. Canonical correlation may be explained in terms of multiple regression: canonical variable coefficients ct i and 13j would be computed as multiple regression coefficients rather than the simple regression coefficients of the NPP's in equations (I) and (2) for this PLS solution. However, the idea of multiple regression is inappropriate here. We should not compute the regression of any IQ item, or any weighted combination of items, on the alcohol variables taken as thirteen separate predictors. This is because we cannot imagine the partial effect on an IQ subtest of changing one alcohol variable while holding constant the values of all other alcohol scores. The alcohol scores covary jointly as different aspects of a single underlying exposure scale (an underlying factor), and so we cannot hold other alcohol scores unchanged when we vary one of them. (The Appendix provides the common noniterative characterization of canonical correlation using matrix notation along with the corresponding characterization for the NPP analysis.)
Individual coefficients reflect the relative salience of different alcohol scores in computing a latent variable score, but they are not computed as partial regression coefficients. The situation is unlike that in multiple regression where adding or deleting predictor variables can drastically alter coefficients of other predictors. In PLS analyses using the NPP, coefficients are far more robust against changes in the list of predictors (2), and also against resampling of cases in the data set.
To complete this discussion we provide in Table 4 the results of a canonical correlation analysis. In stark contrast with the PLS two-block analysis, which yielded one dominant pair of latent variables, there are three pairs of canonical variables with very similar canonical correlations. In such a case the canonical variable coefficients are not estimated at all precisely. If we tried to interpret these coefficients we would be faced with a variety of contrasts which are probably meaningless artifacts of multicollinearity in the alcohol block in view of the simple correlation structure in the matrix RAB.
The appropriate analogy for PLS is instead with the multivariate method of principal components analysis. Principal component analyses are judged by the "proportion of (total) variance explained" by successively extracted components. In the case of our PLS latent variable analysis, successive pairs of solutions to equations (1) and (2) determine scores that represent mutually independent (that is, uncorrelated) aspects of interblock prediction. Successive pairs of scores (linear combinations of scaled indicators) have successively smaller covariances. We interpret the total of the squared correlations in RAa as the total predictability of either block for the other, and each successive pair of latent variables may be said to account for an appropriate fraction of this total, as expressed in equation (3) .
Note, however, that the PLS factors computed do not necessarily bear any relation to principal components of the blocks considered separately. For instance, the first principal component of the IQ block weights the subscales of Verbal IQ nearly equally, but the PLS analysis selects primarily Digit Span and Arithmetic as expressing the dependence on alcohol. PLS latent variables "explain" the cross-correlation matrix RAS in the sense just described; they are not computed to explain the within-block correlation matrices RAA and RBB as principal components do. This focus on cross-block correlation or prediction, together with the lack of assumptions on the structure of within-block correlations, distinguishes PLS analysis from the relatively better known "linear structural relations" modeling approach provided by the LISREL computer package (4): this comparison is dealt with at length in (3) .
Finally, the correlation we have arrived at, -.206, should not be corrected for "'attenuation" at any stage, in spite of the custom of correcting so in the course of estimating two-block models by maximum-likelihood methods as provided in LISREL (2). Correction for attenuation is based on an assumption that the indicators of each block are modeled by the underlying factor only, together with error. We have imposed no such model, nor any other assumptions about the within-block factor structure; hence there is no way to compute an appropriate amount of attenuation. There is no reason to believe that any other estimate of the underlying scale of alcohol exposure would correlate any better than this -.206 with combinations of the IQ subtests or with any other estimate of IQ.
For these data, as shown in Table 3a . the Alcohol LV is weighted most heavily on the binge-oriented measures BINGE. ADOCC, MAX, and QFV, with greater emphasis on the prepregnancy recognition period. The AA and MOCC variables, measures of average consumption level, are clearly not consistent with the general pattern of negative correlations for the items reflecting the dimension of alcohol exposure of interest. Also, the IQ items vary in the extent to which they are predicted by alcohol as evidenced by a range of (scaled) 13"s between .07 (Object Assembly) and .47 (Digit Span).
Statistical Inference: Assessing Significance
We may assess the precision or significance of our estimated latent variable relationships using nonparametric "bootstrap" calculations (7, 9) . Bootstrap standard errors reflect the sampling variability in the data for the given set of indicators; they do not incorporate effects of altering the lists of indicators of the underlying constructs. They are computed by repeatedly generating "bootstrap data sets" as samples of n subjects drawn with replacement from the original data set of size n. Latent variable coefficients are computed for each of a large number (generally at least 100) of bootstrapped data sets and the latent variable relationship is judged "significant" if the latent variable coefficients are well defined (just as the test of significance of a multiple correlation coefficient is equivalent to a test of significance of the regression coefficients). The latent variable coefficients in Tables  3a and b are accompanied by bootstrap standard errors based on 100 bootstrap replications. These show that the estimated coefficient vector for IQ is well defined with a number of coefficients positive and relatively precisely estimated (Digit Span, Arithmetic, Information, and Similarities from the Verbal Scale; Block Design from the Performance Scale). The same is true for the Alcohol LV coefficient vector.
A cautionary remark is in order concerning statistical tests of significance. The correlation estimates should not be manipulated naively together with bootstrap standard errors (for example, by considering an estimate plus or minus twice its standard error) to test a null hypothesis of zero correlation. The PLS correlation that we compute is most biased in the case where the "'true" off-diagonal correlation matrix RAB is identically zero; the expected value of the sample correlation of the computed LVs is always greater than zero. (The same is true for canonical correlations.) Furthermore--and in contrast to canonical correlation analysis--the latent variable correlation is not the quantity being optimized in our analysis. It is but an ancillary descriptive statistic for our explanation of structure in a cross-correlation matrix in terms of latent variables. Thus, rather than test a correlation against zero, we wish to determine whether or not the coefficient vectors defining the latent variables are well defined. A formal test of significance can be based on bootstrap methods and the "singular value decomposition" described in Appendix A, but it is beyond the scope of this paper. For present purposes, it is sufficient to notify the reader whenever the significance of an estimated Alcohol-Outcome relationship is uncertain.
Covariate Adjustment
Having established that a latent variable in alcohol exposure is related to a latent variable underlying behavioral variables measured at the age of 7 years, we must next ask to what extent this relationship may be spurious. If alcohol exposure were a consequence of some earlier variable(s) actually responsible for the behavioral decrements we observe, the analysis just completed would surely be misleading. It is necessary, therefore, to examine potentially confounding variables which could have produced the effect we are attributing to alcohol. Approximately 150 variables examined in the present study could serve either as covariates that confound the relationship of alcohol to behavior or as intervening variables that mediate an established effect of alcohol upon its consequences. A recent publication of ours describes these covariates and the process used for incorporating appropriate covariates into the analysis (30) . In human behavioral teratology research, certain prenatal conditions (such as maternal nutrition) and genetic determinants (such as race) are easily classified as covariates. To the extent that they are associated with both alcohol and the targeted outcomes, they may represent a serious source of bias in subsequent computations. Other covariates, such as smoking, must be examined when previous research (which may not have examined alcohol exposure) has suggested a relationship with similar outcomes (22) .
Prenatal covariates of child behavior are the essential and appropriate ones to adjust for in assessing possible causal links between prenatal determinants, such as alcohol exposure, and the later behavioral outcomes. This is because it is impossible for prenatal covariates themselves to be consequences of alcohol exposure through the effects of the "outcome": the child with alcohol-induced behavioral deficits. We thus begin by adjusting our analyses for prenatal covariates (and for exam conditions when appropriate). We then consider the influence of postnatal "environmental" covariates, even though their role in the assessment of causal associations might be challenged on the grounds that postnatally determined variables should not be considered as covariates in assessing causal associations (6) . We analyze covariates primarily for their effect on our interpretation of the relationships of alcohol to behavior; a detailed interpretation of the covariate effects on the outcomes is not an aim of this analysis. Because of intercorrelations among the covariates, effective interpretation would require their analysis in terms of latent variables also. [See (21) for an example of such a detailed analysis.] In this paper we focus on how adjustment for relevant covariates affects our interpretation of estimated Alcohol-Outcome latent variable relationships.
Broad screening of the potential covariates measured in this study led us to the following list of fundamental covariates: 1) sex, age of child (except for analysis of the WlSC-R and WRAT-R which are already age adjusted), and grade of child at testing, along with examiner effects if appropriate; 2) other prenatal exposures: nicotine, caffeine, marijuana, aspirin, and antibiotics; 3) parental characteristics: paternal and maternal education, maternal age, race, prenatal nutrition and parity. Covariates measured postnatally, usually reflecting primarily the postnatal environment, included marital status (at birth and seven years), socioeconomic status, parental status (whether biological, foster, or surrogate parents are at home, whether parents are employed), breast feeding and child nutritional intake, the number of children less than and greater than 5 years of age in the household, and preschool and private school experience.
We proceed in two ways. First, following computation of latent variables using the ordinary (unadjusted) correlations, as we have just described, we adjust the latent variables (and thereby their correlations) for dependence on covariates. From the broad list of covariates provided above we selected (separately for each twoblock analysis) a subset of variables which contributed significantly to the prediction of the outcome latent variable. These were chosen using all-subsets-regression procedures applied first to the prenatal covariates and other exposures, then to the postnatal family environment measures. We also looked for interaction effects expressed as products of the Alcohol latent variable with these selected covariates. We thus compute the fraction of the Alcohol-Outcome correlation that can be explained in terms of the list of covariates. In a second type of analysis, we adjust all the individual measures--both the Alcohol scores and the Outcome scores--for these selected covariates, and then compute PLS analyses for the resulting two-block partial correlation matrices just as for the unadjusted correlations before. This second analysis is more flexible in that it permits differential adjustment of the individual Alcohol and Outcome scores, which are not all equicorrelated with each of the potential covariates. For example, the patterns of alcohol consumption reflected in the set of Alcohol scores vary on average by parental education level.
RESULTS OF TWO-BLOCK ALCOHOL-OUTCOME ANALYSES
We now describe the relationships of alcohol to each of the four blocks of behavioral outcomes. In the previous section we used the IQ block to demonstrate PLS analyses; now we present the results of the PLS analyses of IQ as well as the three other outcome blocks: Achievement, Classroom Behavior and Attention. Table  3a . 1-4 presents simple (unadjusted) two-block analyses together with the partial correlation between the latent variables after adjustment for the covariates listed at the bottom. Table 3b . 1-4 presents results of two-block analyses of partial correlation matrices (for the blocks of adjusted measures) computed using the same sets of covariates listed at the bottom of Table 3a .
Prediction of IQ by Alcohol
The IQ block consists of the eleven scaled scores of the standard WISC-R, all age standardized in the usual fashion. The Father's education in years is the best predictor of the outcome latent variable in this analysis (as it is for the other three bocks as well). Adjusting the latent variables for this covariate alone results in a partial latent variable correlation of -. 12. That is, approximately two-thirds of the squared correlation between these two latent variables can be explained by their dependence on paternal education. A number of other variables, listed below Table 3a . 1, also contributed significantly to the prediction of the IQ latent variable. However, collective adjustment for all of these variables reduces this correlation only slightly further, to -. 11. This remains significant according to a conventional multiple regression analysis. Further analyses of possible interaction effects suggest that the estimated alcohol effect on the IQ latent variable may be greater (and slightly more significant) in families with lower parental education and in families with a greater number of older siblings.
The two-block analysis of adjusted Alcohol and IQ scores, presented in Table 3b . 1, focuses interpretation even more clearly on the Digit Span and Arithmetic scores as judged by the latent variable coefficients and their bootstrap standard errors. The alcohol latent variable is more evenly weighted across all the measures of consumption after adjustment. The latent variable correlation based on the adjusted variables is -. 17.
Prediction of Achieveraent by Alcohol
The Achievement block is represented in our data set by the three WRAT scores on Reading, Spelling, and Arithmetic, each age standardized by the usual procedure. The PLS analysis combined the Achievement scores using weights in the ratio of about 5:5:7 according to Table 3a. 2. That is, the Arithmetic score is most associated with the predictive Alcohol LV. This is consistent with the analysis of the IQ block, for which the quantitative subtests were those most highly correlated with prenatal alcohol exposure. The Alcohol LV is again specified to have greatest weights corresponding to the binge-related measures BINGE, ADOCC, MAX, and QFVP. There is no question of any additional dimensionality of these latent variables: the single pair of LV's in Table 3a .2, correlated -.194, accounting for nearly 99% of all the predictability linking the blocks.
Adjustment for paternal education alone reduces the latent variable correlation to just below -. 14. Adjustment by further significant predictors, as listed below Table 3a .2, reduces this correlation further to about -.12 (which, again, is nominally significant according to multiple regression statistics).
The two-block analysis of adjusted variables presented in Table  3b .2 is consistent with the adjustment of the LVs from Table 3a.2. The clearly significant latent variable coefficients are for the Arithmetic and Reading subscales. The LV correlation based on tNumbers prefixed by -I-are bootstrap standard errors computed as explained in the text. ~:Latent variable correlations are competed after adjustment of the items of each block for the covariates listed below the summary boxes. these adjusted scores is, again, -. 12.
Prediction of Classroom Behaviors by Alcohol
For the relation between the 13 alcohol indicators and the 24 Classroom Behavior scores of the Myklebust Pupil Rating Scale, the first pair of latent variables (the pair having all Classroom Behavior weights positive, and so corresponding to our general hypothesis of an "underlying" or "net" relationship) correlate -.213 and explain 94% of all the predictability there is between the blocks. The Alcohol LV is again dominated by the binge variables (with greater weight in general on the prepregnancy recognition measures); the response LV assigns greatest weight to Cooperation/Impulsivity, Comprehends Words, Retains Information, Grammar, and Tactfulness among a list of items with significant weights according to the bootstrap analysis.
Adjustment for parental education reduces the LV correlation below -. 15. Further adjustment for the covariates listed in Table  3a .3 leads to a partial LV correlation of -. 11. For this outcome block there is some evidence that the effect of alcohol LV on the response LV is greater in families with mothers who were unmarried at the time of the birth of the child.
The two-block analysis of adjusted correlations between the alcohol measures and the pupil rating scale items more clearly emphasizes Comprehends Words, Retains Information, Grammar, Word Recall, Cooperation/Impulsivity, and Tactfulness. The LV correlation is -. 12,
Prediction of Vigilance by Alcohol
Once again it is essentially the same Alcohol LV which is found to channel the interblock relation: the weights for BINGE. In this case the partial LV correlation after adjusting for parental education is -. 12. The remaining significant correlates of the Vigilance LV listed at the bottom of Table 3a .4 reduce this correlation to -.09. Again there is some evidence that the alcohol effect is greater in families with mothers who were unmarried at the time of the birth of the child.
A two-block analysis of adjusted alcohol measures and performance scores identifies the AX task, and primarily false alarms (AXEC), as most clearly reflecting prenatal alcohol exposure. This two-block LV correlation is -. 13.
Relationships Among Outcomes
We have found that essentially a single system of transforms and weights for the thirteen selected measures of alcohol exposure adequately summarizes the structure of prediction regardless of the type of outcome from among the four we consider here: IQ, Achievement, Classroom Behavior, or Vigilance at a laboratory task. The correlations of outcome LV's with this net alcohol exposure LV range from -.18 to -.21; after covariate adjustment, correlations are about -. 12. The alcohol variables most useful for this predictive purpose are BINGE, ADOCC, MAX, and QFV--measures of binge drinking, with somewhat greater weight on those reflecting the period prior to awareness of pregnancy. Binge-related scores for the period during pregnancy generally enter with decreasing weights.
Corresponding to this regularity in the meaning of the alcohol exposure scale is a surprising regularity in the meaning of the latent variables "targeted" by that scale. In the same way that we scaled alcohol and each outcome against each other in separate two-block analyses, Tables 3a and 3b, we also considered the structure of mutual predictability between the outcome blocks in pairs. In all cases, a single pair of latent variables was sufficient to summarize at least 98% of the relation between the blocks, and these latent variables had all coefficients (except for the mean reaction time item in the Vigilance block) positive and approximately equal. The correlations among all these nearly unweighted averages, drawn over appropriate connecting lines in Fig. 3 , range from .35 (Achievement with Vigilance) to .67 (Achievement with IQ).
We had not expected the simplicity of this finding. The relation of alcohol to each of the four outcome blocks is "the same"--roughly the same alcohol subscale is the appropriate predictor for explaining covariances with each of the four outcome blocks taken separately. Furthermore, each outcome block has a very simple Table 3b. structure of predictability by every other outcome block: a single latent variable in each block suffices to explain most of the covariances between any pair of outcome indicators. We may, therefore, ask a final question summarizing the interrelationships of all five blocks: is there a single variable summarizing the effects of alcohol upon the items of all four blocks of indicators? Applying the PLS procedure as usual to the complete list of all 43 outcome indices, we find that the usual alcohol latent variable--weighted most heavily on the binge-related measures of prepregnancy recognition consumption--is correlated -. 241 with a linear combination of all 43 outcomes having large weights for just those items heavily weighted in the two-block analyses: log(AXEC), Cooperation/Impulsivity, Digit Span, Arithmetic Achievement, and so forth as shown in Table 5 . This single pair of scales explains 92% of all the predictability relating alcohol to all 43 of the outcomes, and each block is represented in this single weighted sum by the same items which are emphasized in the study of their relationships to alcohol separately.
The coefficient -.24 is thus a fair summary of the predictive implications of alcohol exposure for the entire assortment of behavioral outcomes measured at age 7 years. We take this value as our best estimate of the "underlying correlation" between learning difficulties, variously measured, and net alcohol exposure as measured indirectly by the alcohol LV. Adjustment for father's education reduces this correlation to -. 17. Adjustment for prenatal and postnatal covariates drops this correlation first to -.14, then -. 12, consistent with the results of the smaller two-block analyses.
The scatter diagrams corresponding to all the block predictions are similar to each other and to Fig. 4 . Keeping in mind the nature of the nonlinear alcohol transformations shown in Fig. 1 , we see that low levels of alcohol exposure as measured by all of the 13 original alcohol scores appear to have little import for the outcome latent variables. The effect of the higher alcohol exposures on these outcomes is modest but quite systematic over all four outcome blocks. prenatal alcohol exposure in terms of predicting behavior and performance in early school-age children is a binge pattern of exposure, particularly in the earliest prenatal period. Three binge scores were the best predictors: ever reporting five or more drinks on any occasion (BINGE), maximum drinks per drinking occasion (MAX), and average number of drinks per drinking occasion (ADOCC). The frequency of drinking occasions is not an important predictor compared to the binge patterns, and the period prior to pregnancy recognition is generally more salient for predicting performance and behavior in the early school-age child than is drinking in the midpregnancy period. (This study did not address the question of late pregnancy drinking.) These deleterious drinking patterns should be viewed in light of certain sample characteristics. These mothers were generally at low risk for poor pregnancy outcome: primarily middle-class, all were receiving prenatal care by the 5th month of pregnancy. Only six out of 486 reported any serious alcohol-related problems. On the other hand, the primary binge-drinking score (ever reporting five or more drinks per occasion in the month prior to pregnancy recognition) identified 29% of the mothers of the 486 children in the follow-up cohort, and 15% of the original screening sample of 1529 pregnant women from which the follow-up cohort was selected in 1974-75.
These PLS analyses have permitted evaluation of domainspecific behaviors that would have been difficult to identify and assess using conventional techniques of multiple regression. Over the 43 scores comprising the four main outcome tests (IQ and Achievement tests, the Pupil Rating Scale, and the Continuous Performance Test of attention/vigilance), the behaviors predicted by prenatal alcohol share considerable face validity: short-term memory, impulsivity, problems with quantitative functioning, and sustained attention. Manifestations of short-term memory problems are observed in the Digit Span and Information subtests of the WISC-R and in the Retains Information item of the classroom behavior ratings. The impulsivity domain is represented by the predominance of errors on the AX subtest of the CPT vigilance paradigm and by Cooperation/Impulsivity on the PRS. Children BINGE is a dichotomous variable ~tin I whether or not 5 or more drinks wee reported on at least me occa~on ADOCC ml~,sems the average number of drinks repotted per drinkin I occasion. MAX is the maximum number of d~k| reported for any drlnlrJnm occasion.
MOCC is the number of occmions per month in which dv~-Ir;-8 is reported. QFV is • tluee dimemional categorical score (Quantity, Frequency, Variab/lhy) denvin s from Cahalan, but the on/er has been reversed for c, cmisumcy with the other drinking scales, so that 5 is the heaviest. ORDEXC is an • priori code (Ordered Experimental Cat,'goriea) developed st the ontset of this study to describe the presumed risk to the fetus of different drinking psttems, in order to emmll women in the follow up study. A score of 4 represents the highest presumed risk. P refers to the month or so prior to pregnancy recognition, D to drinking during mid-pregnancy, assessed at the 5th month of pregnancy.
whose mothers were binge drinkers had more errors on tasks that required withholding a response to certain stimuli (AXEC, and to a lesser extent XEC). Difficulties with quantitative functioning were observed correlated with alcohol exposure on the quantitative subtests of both the intelligence test and the achievement test. Problems with attention for these children may be inferred from the Digit Span subtest of the intelligence test and from poorer performance on the CPT vigilance test.
These relationships between prenatal alcohol exposure and behavioral outcomes are neither explained away nor substantially modified by adjustment for exposure to other drugs such as nicotine, caffeine, aspirin, marijuana and other street drugs. From this list only aspirin consumption was a clearly significant predictor for any of the outcome blocks (primarily the Pupil Rating Scale). Caffeine, nicotine and marijuana consumption are all significantly positively correlated with the alcohol measures, but they are not significantly associated with the outcome LV's. There was some suggestion of possible marijuana effects on the Vigilance and Pupil Rating Scale blocks, but these effects were not clearly significant after adjustment for alcohol exposure and other covariates. Other maternal characteristics, such as nutrition during pregnancy, age, parity or education, race, and other family history variables, failed to affect the relationship between the alcohol and outcome latent variables. However, the most important outcome predictor in our data base, parental education (most saliently measured as paternal education), did consistently explain a large fraction of the unadjusted correlation between the alcohol exposure and performance deficit latent variables.
We have demonstrated here the usefulness of PLS procedures for summarizing relationships among structured blocks of variables such as are commonly measured in observational developmental studies. These procedures are particularly valuable for studies resulting in multiple predictor variables, multiple outcome variables, or both. Specific applications should include behavioral teratology studies, which often have several related estimates of exposure, and long-term outcome studies evaluating the effects of early events (such as low birth weight, prematurity or intracranial hemorrhage) on later outcomes assessed at different ages and across different modalities (such as measures of growth, mental development, motor development, hyperactivity, language delays, etc.). PLS estimation of latent variables for such large, complex data sets averages out the measurement error in correlated blocks of variables while maintaining the "signal," the correlation between latent variables. It handles indefinitely many variables, and it does so without the restrictive assumptions, such as joint normality for the blocks of variables, that prove so unrealistic in typically complex developmental studies.
